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We demonstrate that the far-field terahertz beam gen-
erated from a Ti:Sapphire two-color laser-induced fila-
ment can exhibit a conical or Gaussian distribution de-
pending on the filtering experimental conditions. Us-
ing both an incoherent Golay cell detector and a two-
dimensional coherent electro-optic detection covering
the 0.2-3 THz spectral range, in our experimental con-
ditions, we provide evidences that the conical emis-
sion is due to photoinduced carriers in the silicon fil-
ter typically used to block the remaining pump laser
light. Moreover, the terahertz beam retrieves an al-
most TEM00 Gaussian spatial distribution when the sil-
icon filter is preceded by a large bandgap ceramic filter,
which stops the pump beam preventing carriers gener-
ation in the silicon filter. © 2020 Optical Society of America
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OCIS codes: (110.6795) Terahertz imaging; (300.6495) Spectroscopy,
terahertz;(350.5400) Plasmas; (140.3295) Laser beam characterization.
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Two-color laser-induced air plasma filaments is a very conve-5

nient mean to generate intense ultrashort terahertz (THz) pulses6

[1–4]. This THz emission has been described by different mod-7

els such as two-dimensional (2D) transverse photocurrent [5],8

four-wave mixing [6], or a combination of the two as well. In9

short, within the plasma filament induced by a focused femtosec-10

ond millijoule optical pulse at a fundamental frequency ω and11

its second harmonic 2ω, electrons are accelerated in a step-like12

response with a frequency content much higher than the one13

subtended by the envelope of the femtosecond two-color electric14

laser field [7].15

The method presents obvious advantages such as relative16

simplicity, self-repairing gas media and possibility of high exci-17

tation laser intensity. These benefits enable unique applications18

for broadband THz time-domain linear spectroscopy. Non-linear19

spectroscopy requires tight focusing and, consequently, a full20

spatial characterization of THz radiation emitted from the air21

filament is necessary. In 2006, using a scanning aperture and an22

electro-optic coherent detection, Zhong et al. first reported a THz23

beam profile with an interference structure caused by the phase24

walk-off between the THz and the optical radiation propagating25

inside the filament [3]. This off-axis phase-matched so-called26

"conical" THz emission has also been observed using incoherent27

detections [8–10]. To account for this conical THz emission and28

considering the relative phase change between the two-color29

pulses along the plasma filament and the electron screening due30

to plasma density, various theoretical models have been pro-31

posed in 2006 [3], 2012 [8, 11] and 2014 [12]. A general consensus32

among the models is that higher frequencies are distributed in33

lower aperture angle cones [8, 11, 12]. In 2018, Ushakov et al.34

studied the THz beam profile as a function of the pump laser35

focusing conditions. They found that only low numerical aper-36

tures (> 10 mm long filaments, NA < 0.02) support conical37

emission [13]. This is contrary to the measurements in ref. [3],38

where a focusing lens with a 50 mm focal length showed a con-39

ical emission, whereas a 500 mm focal length exhibited a clear40

uni-modal one. Due to the lack of consensus on the emission41

profile characteristics in the community, more careful work is42

required.43

Various experimental apparatus have been used to study the44

spatial transverse distribution of THz radiation from two-color45

air plasmas. Most works have been performed with detectors46

such as pyroelectric sensors or Golay cells [8–12]. The main47

disadvantage of these incoherent thermal detectors is their ultra-48

broadband spectral response. Even with the use of additional49

frequency filters such as silicon or high-density polyethylene50

(HDPE), it is always a challenge to limit the spectral response to51

the 0.1-5 THz region of interest. Very few papers were focused on52

characterizing the THz emission by using electro-optic sampling53

[3, 13]. In all cases, point-by-point measurement or line scanning54

was used to reconstruct the spectrally-resolved 2D transverse55

THz beam distribution.56

Another important experimental aspect in any two-color air57

plasma setup concerns the necessity to block the remaining pow-58

erful forward-propagating laser light emerging from the plasma59

filament, whose fluence can exceed 1 mJ/cm2. Most experi-60

ments performed by Ti:Sapphire lasers use a semiconductor sili-61

con wafer owing to its high resistance and low THz absorption.62

However, as previously noted in a few papers [10, 12], the en-63

ergy of the photon of the laser pump light is significantly above64

the 1.24 eV bandgap of silicon, meaning that the laser pulse can65

easily excite photocarriers in the silicon wafer. This induces a66

large increase of the silicon reflectivity near the THz beam center,67
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decaying with the nanosecond lifetime of the excited carriers.68

The role of photoinduced losses in the silicon wafer has been69

studied using a Golay cell placed on a 2D raster-scan stage [10].70

For long distances between the plasma and the silicon wafer71

(> 200 mm), the conical THz emission exhibits an additional72

central peak. The authors concluded that this on-axis emission73

feature suggests a second emission mechanism in the plasma.74

In this letter, similarly to ref. [13], we investigate the75

frequency-resolved angular distribution of the THz emission,76

in the 0.2-3 THz range, generated by a Ti:Sapphire two-color77

laser-induced air plasma filaments. For that purpose, we used78

a real-time 2D electro-optic coherent detection scheme provid-79

ing a direct characterization of the transverse THz electric field80

distribution. Similar to most previous works, the THz diverg-81

ing emission has been measured just after the plasma to avoid82

any perturbations from additional optics such off-axis parabolic83

mirrors or lenses. We paid a special attention to the filter used84

to block the forward-propagating laser light after the plasma85

filament. We will discuss the influence of this filter on the THz86

beam propagation by comparing a small bandgap silicon fil-87

ter with a ceramic filter. This latter presents a large bandgap88

(> 6 eV), high ablation resistance and decent THz transmission89

(60 % at 1 THz, 1 mm filter thickness) [14].90

The experiment is outlined in Fig. 1. An infrared laser pulse91

(50 fs, 800 nm, 2 mJ, R = 5 mm beam waist, 1 kHz repeti-92

tion rate) is focused in air by a plano-convex lens L1 with a93

focal length f ranging from 150 mm to 430 mm. After passing94

through a BBO crystal for second harmonic generation, the re-95

sulting intense two-color laser pulse can produce a filament in96

air whose length depends on the numerical aperture NA defined97

as NA = sin(arctan(R/ f )). Then, an intense THz pulse is emit-98

ted from the plasma filament. Two different detection schemes99

have been used to characterize the THz emission. First, we used100

an incoherent detection composed of a Golay cell (GC) (Tydex101

GC-1P) connected to a lock-in amplifier, an entrance aperture102

(AP) with 3 mm diameter positioned at 150 mm from the plasma103

center and a combination of silicon (SF) and ceramic (CF) filters104

(Fig. 1). The silicon wafer (high resistivity float zone silicon,105

thickness 1 mm) and the ceramic filter (96% Al2O3, thickness106

1 mm) were provided by Tydex and CSC Ltd, respectively. Two107

experimental configurations were considered: while the position108

of the silicon filter is fixed, the ceramic filter can be either 50 mm109

before (CF(A)) or 5 mm behind (CF(B)) the latter. For both filter-110

ing configurations, the filters and the Golay cell are placed on111

a rotation stage in order to measure the amplitude of the THz112

transverse emission profile as a function of the half-opening113

angle (HOA), as defined in Fig. 1.114

The second detection system consists in 2D electro-optic sam-115

pling (2DEOS) to measure the time-dependent spatial distribu-116

tion of the THz electric field [15]. The THz beam is sent into a117

large aperture (20 mm diameter), 1 mm thick, 〈110〉 ZnTe crystal118

(Fig. 2), positioned 60 mm behind the center of the plasma fila-119

ment. By 2DEOS with a time-delayed femtosecond laser probe120

pulse, we are able to transfer the THz electric field distribution121

onto the spatial profile of the laser probe beam, which is detected122

by a 256 × 256 pixels CMOS camera. For a given time delay123

between the THz and the probe pulses, the system is able to124

provide a 2D image at 800 nm, corresponding to the distribution125

of the THz electric field. This image can be obtained with a126

500 Hz acquisition rate thanks to the synchronization with the127

laser repetition rate and a dynamic subtraction method [16]. To128

analyze the data, each pixel was Fourier-transformed along its129

time delay-axis to provide the frequency-resolved 2D THz am-130

HOA

GC

CF(A)
SF

CF(B)
AP

L1
BBO

ω, 2ω THzlaser light

Fig. 1. Incoherent 1D THz detection with a Golay cell. L1:
plano-convex lens with focal length f . CF: ceramic filter, SF:
silicon filter, AP: aperture, GC: Golay cell. HOA: half-opening
angle. Two configurations were relevant: alumina first CF(A)
or silicon first CF(B).

CH L1 BBO
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AN L2
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Fig. 2. Coherent 2D electro-optic sampling setup. CH: optical
chopper for dynamic subtraction, L1: plano-convex lens with
focal length f . CF: ceramic filter, SF: silicon filter, BS: beam-
splitter, AN: analyzer, L2: objective lens f = 50 mm. Two
configurations were relevant: alumina first (CF(A)) or silicon
first (CF(B)).

plitude and phase distribution of the THz electric field from 0.2131

to 3 THz, limited by the spectral bandwidth of the ZnTe crystal132

and the filters. It is important to note that all data were corrected133

to account for the Gaussian transverse profile of the large probe134

laser beam (10 mm beam radius, measured at 1/e2), which auto-135

matically decreases the THz amplitude out of the center of the136

beam. Again, two experimental configurations were considered.137

The silicon filter is placed 50 mm after the center of the plasma138

filament whereas the ceramic filter can be either 10 mm before139

(CF(A)) or 5 mm behind (CF(B)) the silicon one.140

For a f = 300 mm focusing lens L1 (NA = 0.0167, 5 mm141

filament length), Fig. 3 represents the incoherent THz emission142

profile as a function of the HOA. In the silicon first configuration143

CF(B), with a 2 mJ pump laser light illuminating the silicon wafer,144

we estimated that the laser light fluence on the silicon wafer is145

Fig. 3. Incoherent detection of the THz emission profile for
the two experimental configurations: alumina first CF(A) and
silicon first CF(B).
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Fig. 4. 2DEOS evolution of THz amplitude as a function of
frequency and HOA, in the case of silicon first CF(B) (left) and
alumina first CF(A) (right). Yellow color indicates higher THz
amplitude. Insets: 2D spatial distributions of the THz electric
field at 0.37 THz and 1.05 THz.

as high as 4 mJ/cm2. The data plot shows a distinct depression146

in the central part of the emission. The resulting conical THz147

emission has a HOA of 5° to 6°, in agreement with previous148

results [8, 12]. We can also notice that the hole diameter is in149

the same range as the size of the laser pump light illuminating150

the silicon wafer. The situation is different for the alumina first151

case CF(A) where the THz emission is maximum in the center152

like a Gaussian beam. We conclude that if the silicon filter is the153

first optical element after the plasma filament, i.e. it is shined154

by both the THz beam and the remaining laser pump light, the155

transmitted THz beam exhibits a conical emission. A similar156

result has been obtained using a Si wafer from another company.157

It is worth noting that, outside the center of the THz beam, both158

configurations exhibit similar HOA.159

As explained previously, the main disadvantage of the in-160

coherent thermal detection obtained with the Golay cell is the161

incapacity to completely block the high THz frequencies ranging162

from 10 to 25 THz, even with the use of silicon, alumina and163

HDPE filters. Therefore, we repeated the same measurement164

with the 2DEOS imaging system, which also allows the direct165

time-dependent measurement of the 2D THz electric field. Fig-166

ure 4 represents the evolution of THz amplitude as a function of167

frequency and HOA, in the case of silicon first CF(B) (left) and168

alumina first CF(A) (right). Here, HOA = arctan(r/60), where169

r is the distance in mm between the center of the THz beam and170

the measured spot. The measurements have been performed171

with the f = 300 mm focusing lens L1 (NA = 0.0167). For a172

given distance from the center of the beam, we averaged the173

THz amplitude along the azimuthal angle in order to get the 2D174

map presented in Fig. 4.175

With the silicon filter first CF(B), the central beam hole is176

evident for frequencies higher than 0.5 THz (Fig. 4, left). The177

HOA of this central dark region is about 3.5° at 0.5 THz, slightly178

decreasing below 3.0° at 2.5 THz. The two insets also show the179

2D spatial distributions of the THz electric field amplitude, for180

different frequencies. At 1.05 THz (dotted white line in Fig. 4),181

the THz beam exhibits a clear conical profile. For frequencies182

below 0.5 THz (dotted white line at 0.37 THz), a central peak183

can be observed in the center of the bright ring. We believe that184

the silicon filter acts as a reflective or absorbing material for THz185

radiation in this region due to the presence of photo-carriers186

induced by the remaining pump laser light thus leading to the187

diffraction-like pattern observed below 0.5 THz. Let us note that188

the central depression has been observed down to the detection189

sensitivity limit, corresponding to a laser pump pulse energy of190

250 µJ (data not shown). However, this still corresponds to an191

incident laser light fluence of nearly 0.4 mJ/cm2 on the silicon192

wafer, which is sufficient for photo-carriers excitation. We also193

consider that the uni-modal THz emission below 0.5 THz cannot194

be attributed to the plasma absorption since it is not observed in195

the alumina first case, in contradiction with ref. [13].196

For the alumina first case CF(A), as previously observed with197

the incoherent detection, for all frequencies, no central hole is198

observed in the THz emission (Fig. 4, right). The THz emission199

exhibits a Gaussian-like profile with a slight decreasing FWMH200

if the frequency increases. This result is also shown in the two in-201

sets representing the 2D spatial distributions of the THz electric202

field amplitude at 0.37 THz and 1.05 THz. The insets highlight203

here the clear Gaussian-like THz profiles.204

To test our assumption of photo-carriers excitation in silicon205

filter induced by the laser light, we conducted a complementary206

experiment. With the 2DEOS setup and with the alumina filter207

first, we have enough space to irradiate the silicon filter with an208

oblique incidence 800 nm laser pulse (10 µJ, 5 mm beam waist209

giving a light fluence of 10 µJ/cm2), with a time delay τ with210

respect to the THz pulse peak controlled by a delay line. This211

additional laser beam overlaps the center of the THz beam at212

the silicon filter position with a light fluence which is 400 times213

smaller than the experiments depicted in, Figs. 3 and 4. For214

various time delays τ between the THz pulse and the oblique215

infrared pulse, Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the 2D THz electric216

field sampled at its maximum. The red color indicates a positive217

electric field and the blue color a negative one (the white color218

reflects the absence of THz signal), confirming the divergence of219

the THz beam emerging from the plasma filament. For τ ≤ 0,220

the oblique laser pulse interacts with the silicon filter after the221

arrival of the THz pulse and we observe a typical divergent222

THz electric field distribution with a maximum amplitude in223

the center. Then, for positive values of τ, we clearly observe224

the time-dependent photo-excitation of the silicon wafer by the225

laser pulse, with a right to left curtain effect due to the oblique226

incidence between the THz and laser beams. As a result, for227

τ ≥ 4.00 ps, we observe a white central disk indicating the228

absence of THz signal in this area. This confirm our assumption229

 = 0.00 ps  = 0.67 ps  = 1.33 ps  = 2.00 ps

 = 2.67 ps  = 3.33 ps  = 4.00 ps  = 4.67 ps

Fig. 5. Evolution of the 2D THz electric field as a function
of time delays τ between the THz pulse and the additional
oblique infrared laser pulse. Blue, white and red is for nega-
tive, zero and positive THz electric field, respectively. White
ring angular diameter is 4.7°. The experimental configuration
corresponds to alumina filter first CF(A).
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Fig. 6. (a) Alumina first. Evolution of the half angle of the
Gaussian-like THz beam as a function of the numerical aper-
ture NA. (b) Silicon first. Evolution of the half angle of the
conical THz beam as a function of the numerical aperture NA.
Insets: pictures of plasma filaments and filament lengths, im-
age sizes are 10 × 10 mm2.

of photo-carriers excitation in the silicon filter. The central THz230

beam is fully reflected (or absorbed) by the silicon filter and231

exhibit a conical distribution which can persist much longer232

than the laser pulse duration due to the nanosecond charge233

carrier lifetime in silicon.234

Finally, we investigated the dependence of the far-field THz235

beam with respect to the laser focusing conditions. With the236

2DEOS detection, we measured the frequency-resolved THz237

electric field as a function of the numerical aperture NA, from238

NA = 0.01 ( f = 500 mm, 8.5 mm plasma length) to NA = 0.025239

( f = 200 mm, 4.5 mm plasma length), as shown in Fig. 6. As240

previously explained, data were corrected to take into account241

the Gaussian transverse profile of the probe laser beam. We242

first consider the case of alumina filter first (Fig. 6(a)). The data243

points have been obtained by fitting the THz beam profile with244

a Gaussian function. For a given NA, the THz half emission245

angle (corresponding to the half angular width of the beam246

at half maximum amplitude) decreases as the THz frequency247

increases, as previously observed in refs. [8, 11, 12]. For a given248

frequency, it is worth noting that the THz half emission angle249

barely increases (about 1°) as NA increases. It means that the250

THz far-field distribution, in the 0.2-3 THz spectral range and251

for this NA range, is not strongly governed by the laser focusing252

conditions. To our knowledge, this has never been observed253

previously. Uni-modal angular distribution had previously been254

observed in the 0.3–3 THz range only for moderate focusing255

by Ushakov et al. (NA > 0.035) [13]. For long focal lengths as256

in Fig. 6(a) (NA < 0.02), only conical emission were reported257

so far. Especially, Ushakov et al. concluded that decreasing258

NA up to 0.02 is important to observe a ring-structure, which259

is in contradiction with our experiment. We can also notice260

that these authors observed a strong on-axis peak for NA =261

0.02, superimposed on the conical emission, which was not262

reproduced by their simulations. We then consider the case of263

silicon filter first (Fig. 6(b)). The graph shows the evolution of264

the half angle of the far-field conical THz beam as a function265

of NA. As previously observed, the conical angle increases if266

the frequency decreases or if NA increases [8, 11, 12]. This is267

consistent with the observation that if NA increases (tighter laser268

focusing), then the pump laser light can excite photo-carriers269

onto a larger area of the silicon wafer, resulting in a larger conical270

angle THz emission.271

To conclude, we have shown that the silicon filter used to272

block the remaining laser light behind the Ti:Sapphire two-color273

air plasma filament has a strong influence on the existence of274

the far-field conical THz distribution. We concluded that this275

conical beam is due to photo-excited charge carriers in the silicon276

wafer. If the laser light was sufficiently scattered or absorbed by277

a preceding large bandgap alumina filter, we observed a TEM00278

Gaussian-like THz distribution from 0.2 to 3 THz, which was not279

strongly governed by the laser focusing conditions under our280

experimental conditions. These measurements call for further de-281

tailed simulations of the THz emission from a two-color plasma,282

which will require consideration of the full spatio-temporal wave283

propagation in the plasma.284
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